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The publication of selected or
collected writings of outstanding
mathematicians and physicists
remains a vital tradition in
scientific publishing.
On leafing through the collected
papers of great scientists, it
becomes apparent how few of
their ideas have received adequate
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attention. It is like entering
a hothouse filled with species of
flowers whose existence was not
even suspected. In bringing
together these works in organized,
annotated volumes, there is a
unique opportunity for historical
and scientific perspectives to
emerge.
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This set of volumes covers nearly
four decades of the scientific
papers of TD. Lee. His work spans
almost the whole spectrum of
theoretical physics, with the best
of these papers brought together
here under ten categories. Each
paper had a historical role in the
formation of its field. Taken to-
gether, they give a composite view
of the person and the discipline.
They will be useful to specialists
as well as students and historians
of science.
The first volume begins with the
landmark paper, written by Lee as
a graduate student (with Rosen-
bluth and Yang), which established
the universal Fermi interaction
and introduced the notion of the
intermediate boson. Also included
are papers on astrophysics,
hydrodynamics, statistical
mechanics, solid state physics
and solitons.
Volume II covers quantum field
theory and symmetry principles,
the fields which have been
T. D. Lee's main concern.
In Volume III are Professor Lee's
more recent papers on strong
interaction models, discrete
physics and gravity. Like the early
work, these are characterized
by innovative ideas and incisive
analysis.
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